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day 2

Write down what happens every morning, afternoon, evening. Note down
when things run smoothly and when there are battles, be it resistance to

tidying up or sibling squabbles. Refer to pages 6 and 7 for examples.
 

Once you've completed the 5 day diary, head on over to Phase 2 - it's time
to start building your daily rhythm!
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5 DAY DIARY
REFLECTIONS 

Did you notice any patterns to your days? What currently works
well? (these are elements you can keep)

What transitions caused upset or tantrums? Can you pinpoint
why?

Did you get any time for self-care? If not, when would be a good,
regular time to do something for yourself?
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day 1

5 DAY DIARY:
 example

morning - woke up at 6am and did a puzzle together
before breakfast. 

lunch - struggled to get T to tidy up toys before having
his food. 

afternoon - went for a walk. Helped T burn off some
energy and he was much calmer. He played with play
dough whilst I made dinner.

evening - bath and a story with daddy before  bed.

morning - woke up at 7am. TV time this morning.
Struggled to get T to turn it off. Suggesting a walk
seemed to help so we went to the park. 

lunch - no problems today (no toys out)

afternoon - tried to get T to play by himself but he
wouldn't leave my side. Put the TV on again to
make dinner. 

 evening - story then bed. 

Everyday is different:
no clear morning and
evening routine.

Child struggles with
transitions - e.g.
tidying toys and
turning off the tv.

Positive behaviour
change after time
spent outdoors.

Minimal time spent
engaged in free play.



5 DAY DIARY
REFLECTIONS -
EXAMPLE

Did you notice any patterns in your days? What currently works
well? (these are elements you can keep)

What transitions caused upset or tantrums? Can you pinpoint
why?

Did you get any time for self-care? If not, when would be a good,
regular time to do something for yourself?

T struggled with most transitions - TV time and tidy up time being the main
issues. Each day we tidied up at different points in the day and if I really think
about it, there was no warning when I wanted him to switch off the TV or tidy up
his toys. 

No, I didn't get any time for self-care. I think that early morning before my
partner goes to work would be a good time to go for a short walk. He can give T
his breakfast whilst I do this. 

We went outside each day which really helped T. He was calmer after each
session outdoors, but at the moment it isn't at a regular time.

Bedtimes are more or less the same each night. This currently works pretty well
but we do need to work on making it more predictable so T knows it's almost
time to go to bed. 



You will be using your 5 Day Diary, along with your Goal Setting
Workbook to start creating your daily rhythm in Phase 2 so

make time to complete it before moving on to the next phase of
the toolkit!


